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Coaching Manual.Coaching Manual.Coaching Manual.Coaching Manual.

This manual is a brief guide on how to improve your Shot Approach, This manual is a brief guide on how to improve your Shot Approach, This manual is a brief guide on how to improve your Shot Approach, This manual is a brief guide on how to improve your Shot Approach, 
Bridge Hand, Stance, Grip, Cue Action, Using The Rest and the Bridge Hand, Stance, Grip, Cue Action, Using The Rest and the Bridge Hand, Stance, Grip, Cue Action, Using The Rest and the Bridge Hand, Stance, Grip, Cue Action, Using The Rest and the 

controlling the Cue Ballcontrolling the Cue Ballcontrolling the Cue Ballcontrolling the Cue Ball....



�� It is recommended to get behind the line on every shot .It is recommended to get behind the line on every shot .

��Try and visualize the completed shot that you want to play.Try and visualize the completed shot that you want to play.

��Come in on line and get part of your leading leg on the line.Come in on line and get part of your leading leg on the line.

�� Always drop the cue on line by placing the tip of your cue                                                        Always drop the cue on line by placing the tip of your cue                                                        
up on the cue ball where you intend to strike it.                     up on the cue ball where you intend to strike it.                     

�� Placing part of your leading foot on the line of the shot helps                                                 Placing part of your leading foot on the line of the shot helps                                                 
to get your body, chest ,bridge and cue on line.to get your body, chest ,bridge and cue on line.
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�� It is recommended to form a strong bridge to support              It is recommended to form a strong bridge to support              
the cue on the line of aimthe cue on the line of aim

��Bring your thumb tight against the first finger to                          Bring your thumb tight against the first finger to                          
form a groove or channel for the cue.form a groove or channel for the cue.

��Attempt to get this groove to run along the line of aim Attempt to get this groove to run along the line of aim 

��Always drop and raise your bridge hand for Screw, Stun Always drop and raise your bridge hand for Screw, Stun 
and Top Spin shotsand Top Spin shots
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��It is recommended to place It is recommended to place part of your leading leg on the part of your leading leg on the 
line of aim of the shot.line of aim of the shot.

��Finding the line you have to imagine a line through the Finding the line you have to imagine a line through the 
shot and through the table and along the floor.shot and through the table and along the floor.

��It is recommended to have the width of your It is recommended to have the width of your stance equal                                 stance equal                                 
to to the width of your shoulders.the width of your shoulders.

��The main aspect of your stance is to The main aspect of your stance is to be comfortable be comfortable and and solid solid 
when down on the shot. when down on the shot. 
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�� It is recommended to grip the cue with a natural grip with                                                          It is recommended to grip the cue with a natural grip with                                                          
no tension in the fingers or the cue arm.no tension in the fingers or the cue arm.

�� This is achieved by wrapping the thumb and first                                                          This is achieved by wrapping the thumb and first                                                          
finger around the butt of the cue forming a ring.finger around the butt of the cue forming a ring.

��The ring is 80% of your complete grip the other fingers just                                                 The ring is 80% of your complete grip the other fingers just                                                 
support the cue during the opening and closing of your grip.support the cue during the opening and closing of your grip.

��The strength of your grip should only be firm enough to                                                               The strength of your grip should only be firm enough to                                                               
stop the cue from sliding through your hands.stop the cue from sliding through your hands.
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�� It is recommended to develop a natural smooth consistent It is recommended to develop a natural smooth consistent 
stroke in your cue action with no body movement.stroke in your cue action with no body movement.

��The number of feathers and the kind of pause                                                    The number of feathers and the kind of pause                                                    
( Front or Back ) varies from player to player.( Front or Back ) varies from player to player.

��The front pause helps the player to focus their eyes on the                            The front pause helps the player to focus their eyes on the                            
spot on the object ball BEFORE their final backswing.    spot on the object ball BEFORE their final backswing.    

Players that only using a back pause must get their eyes up                              Players that only using a back pause must get their eyes up                              
the object ball DURING the back pause.the object ball DURING the back pause.
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�� It is recommended to place the shaft of the rest and the cue It is recommended to place the shaft of the rest and the cue 
on the same line of aim whenever possible.on the same line of aim whenever possible.

��The head of the rest should be placed the same distance    The head of the rest should be placed the same distance    
from cue ball as when your playing from your bridge hand.from cue ball as when your playing from your bridge hand.

��Aiming the shot is done by get your eyes behind the cue .Aiming the shot is done by get your eyes behind the cue .

��Grip the cue until you have full control and your elbow            Grip the cue until you have full control and your elbow            
should work like a piston with no other body movement.should work like a piston with no other body movement.
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�� It is recommended to address the cue ball by aiming ‘ center It is recommended to address the cue ball by aiming ‘ center 
ball striking ’ whenever possible.ball striking ’ whenever possible.

��The cue ball is numbered as a guide                                              The cue ball is numbered as a guide                                              
3 Follow shots , 2 3 Follow shots , 2 –– Stun , 1 Stun , 1 -- Screw shotsScrew shots

��Always aim the tip of your cue at the cue ball where you Always aim the tip of your cue at the cue ball where you 
want to strike it.want to strike it.

�� The closer your tip is to the cue ball the more consistent your The closer your tip is to the cue ball the more consistent your 
cueing will be.cueing will be.
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1.     Good approach coming in on line with the tip up on the ball.1.     Good approach coming in on line with the tip up on the ball.

2.     Place part of the leading leg on line.2.     Place part of the leading leg on line.

33 Start cueing naturally .Start cueing naturally .

4.    After cueing make a front pause at cue ball to re4.    After cueing make a front pause at cue ball to re--check aim.check aim.

5.    Focus on spot on the object ball.5.    Focus on spot on the object ball.

6.    Smooth back swing on the final takeaway.6.    Smooth back swing on the final takeaway.

7.    Make a natural back pause to help you time the shot.7.    Make a natural back pause to help you time the shot.

8.    Smoothly accelerate the cue through the cue ball.8.    Smoothly accelerate the cue through the cue ball.

9.    Allow the elbow to drop on the follow through.9.    Allow the elbow to drop on the follow through.

10.   Stay down & parallel on completion of the shot.10.   Stay down & parallel on completion of the shot.
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